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a b s t r a c t

The possibility of collision between FPSO and ships exist, and consequences of such collisions can be
severe. The crashworthiness of FPSO side structures must be considered in preliminary stage of structure
design. In this paper, an analytical method is proposed for rapidly predicting responses of FPSO side
structures in case of being struck by a ship with rigid bulbous bow. This method is particularly suitable
for use in preliminary structure design phase because it is built based on a series of close-formed
formulae derived using the simplified analytical method and only a few parameters are needed for
calculation. The proposed analytical method is developed by combining several primary failure models
of major double shell members, including the plate punching model, the plate perforating model, the
plate denting model, the plate tearing model, and the X-shaped structure crushing model. Using the
proposed method, curves of impact load versus indentation for three typical collision scenarios are
obtained. These curves provide a detailed description of the collision process until rupture occurs in
inner shell and help to evaluate crashworthiness of FPSO side structures. Accuracy of the analytical
method is verified by numerical simulations using code LS_DYNA. The results of numerical simulations
and those by the proposed analytical method match well.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ship collision is one of the major threats in the ocean engineer-
ing industry, especially for floating production, storage, and off-
loading units (FPSOs). Such collisions can lead to economic loss,
environmental pollution, and casualties. For example, the collision
between the “Atlantic Empress” and the “Aegean Captain” in 1979
resulted in one of the largest ship oil spills in history, as
approximately 90 million gallons of oil poured into the water near
Tobago. Today, public concern over environmental pollution
caused by such oil spills is growing, and greater attention is being
paid to the ability of FPSO side structures to withstand collision.
A major threat to FPSOs is collision with shuttle tanks, supply
vessels, and passing merchant ships. In recent years, it has become
common for these types of vessels to be fitted with a bulbous bow,
which is more likely to penetrate the side shells of FPSOs than a
traditional bow (Hong et al., 2009; Moan et al., 2002). Therefore,
the crashworthiness of FPSO side structures subjected to a bulbous

bow should be considered during the structure design phase. So,
an analytical method with good calculation efficiency is essential,
for the structural performance of various designs in different
collision scenarios can be checked quickly. To date, many analytical
methods and calculation tools have been developed, as significant
efforts have been made in an attempt to understand the structural
response of ships subjected to collision and grounding.

The existing approaches for analyzing crashworthiness of ship
structures can be divided into four categories: the empirical
method, the experimental method, the non-liner finite element
method (NLFEM), and the simplified analytical method. Obviously,
the experimental method and NLFEM are not suitable to be used in
the FPSO design phase. Large-scale or full-scale experiments are
too expensive to conduct, and results of small-scale experiments
are difficult to be interpreted to the real-scale condition because of
complicated scaling effects. NLFEM requires skillful FEM model
design and is time consuming if a large number of scenarios need
to be analyzed. Of the remaining methods, use of the simplified
analytical method is preferred over the empirical method pio-
neered by Minorsky (1959) for structural crashworthiness assessment.

The simplified analytical method can capture the basic
mechanism of structural deformation and provide significant
insight into the physical processes during a collision. With this
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method, simple analytical formulae can be obtained, and just a few
calculations can provide reasonable prediction accuracy. Amdahl
(1983), Vaughan (1980), Simonsen (1997a), Zhang (1999), and
Hong (2008) have all contributed substantially to develop and
verify fundamental theoretical models for analyzing ship structures
subjected to accidental loads. Furthermore, a number of rapid assess-
ment procedures and calculation tools have been developed on the
basis of the simple analytical formulae. For example, Wang et al.
(1997) proposed a simplified method to predict the strength of a ship's
bottom during the process of grounding by considering four primary
failure models derived from plastic mechanism analysis. Hong and
Amdahl (2012) developed a simplified method for the rapid assess-
ment of ship bottom structures subjected to grounding over seabed
obstructions with large contact surfaces.

With regard to designing structures that can withstand colli-
sion, several new design procedures have been developed. Hong
et al. (2009) proposed a direct design procedure for FPSO side
structures that might be subjected to large impact loads, but it is
complicated to conduct and not suitable to the situation when a
lot of design scenarios are to be compared. Haris and Amdahl
(2012) proposed an analytical model to investigate the crash-
worthiness of a ship side structure struck by a rigid bow with two
different shapes during a collision scenario. But the assessment
can be conducted only for the condition before fracture occurs in
the outer shell. Actually, the FPSO's side structure still maintains a
certain capacity to resist the collision, and oil spill does not happen
until rupture occurs in the inner shell. Thus, the performance of
the side structures should be assessed until the inner shell ruptures.

Besides, the crashworthiness of offshore unit is determined by
the structure design purpose. According to NORSOK N-004 (2004), the
design of offshore structures can be categorized into three types:

a) Strength design: the struck ship is strong enough to resist the
collision force with minor deformation, so the striking ship is
forced to deform and dissipate the major part of the energy.

b) Ductile design: the stuck ship suffers large, plastic deformation
and absorbs the major part of the energy.

c) Shared energy design: both the struck ship and striking ship
contribute significantly to the energy dissipation.

In the current analysis, the striking bulbous bow is assumed to
be rigid, and the FPSO side is ductile, so the FPSO side structure
will absorb most of the striking energy. This assumption corre-
sponds to the actual collision scenario for the rigidity of the
striking bow is relatively much stronger than that of the struck
side structures. Therefore, the analysis in this study can be
regarded as ductile design case. Haris and Amdahl (2013) inves-
tigated the interaction between the deformation on the striking
ship and the struck ship. It was found that in the collision related
to strength design and ductile design, the force–indentation
relationship generated by the ductile structure is similar to that
of global force–displacement curve, and the energy dissipation of
the ductile structure is also similar to that of the total collision
energy dissipation. Furthermore, the results of a collision involving
a relatively rigid bow and a collision involving an infinitely rigid
bow were compared, and it was also found that the force–
indentation curves of the ductile side structures were similar for
both scenarios, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, it is proved that the
analysis using a ductile design in this study can be accepted,
though a conservative result is expected.

The accuracy of the proposed analytical method should be
verified and the numerical simulation technique is always applied
to do the verification. The reliability of numerical simulations has
been validated (Kitamura, 2002 and Yamada and Endo, 2008)
when it is applied to ship collision and grounding simulations, as
long as the controlling parameters are properly defined. Hu et al.
(2011) used numerical simulations to verify the accuracy of a
simplified analytical method for predicting structural response of a
double bottom tanker when it runs aground on a seabed obstacle
with large contact surface and a trapezoidal cross-section. Zhang

Nomenclature

As sectional area of stiffeners in the equivalent
thickness method

b effective width of the plate in the plate denting model
and the X-shaped structure crushing model

ci indentation correction factor for rupture of inner shell
co indentation correction factor for rupture of outer shell
H characteristic crushing depth of web girder or X-shaped

structure
k resistance correction factor for inner shell being

punched
l tearing length in the plate tearing model and the plate

perforating model
ld spacing of the double shell
ln nominal total length of two opposite cracks measured

in collision process simulation
lt actual total length of two opposite cracks measured in

collision process simulation
M0 fully plastic bending moment of plate per unit length
n number of cracks in the plate perforating model
Pdent resistance of web girder deforming as the plate

denting model
Pis resistance of punched inner shell after modification
Pperforate resistance of outer shell deforming as the plate

perforating model

Ppunch resistance of outer shell or inner shell deforming as
the plate punching model

Ptear resistance of web girder or X-shaped structure
deforming as the plate tearing model

PX-crush resistance of X-shaped structure subjected to crushing
R radius of the punched plate in the plate

punching model
r radius of the indenter in the plate punching model
s span between two adjacent stiffeners in the equiva-

lent thickness method
t plate thickness
teq equivalent thickness in the equivalent thickness method
α angular deformation in the plate punching model
γ effective crack length factor
Δ indentation in the plate punching model
Δi indentation when inner shell ruptures
Δo indentation when outer shell ruptures
ε tensile strain of the punched plate in radial direction
εc critical strain when rupture happens
2θ spreading angle of the striking cone in the plate

tearing model and the plate perforating model
λ effective crushing factor
μ friction coefficient
σ0 flow stress, σ0¼(σyþσu)/2
σy yield stress
σu ultimate stress
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and Suzuki (2006) used LS_DYNA code to analyze the effect of
some critical parameters on ship structures subjected to raking
grounding effect.

In this paper, a simplified analytical method is proposed for
predicting FPSO side structure's crashworthiness to withstand a
collision by a rigid bulbous bow. The proposed method differs
from previous assessment methods in that it can give a prediction
of crashworthiness of FPSO side structure until the rupture occurs
in the inner shell and this method can be easily incorporated into
the early structure design phase. Only a few parameters are
needed to carry out the calculation. The proposed method is built
based on a series of simplified analytical closed-form solutions for
individual structural members. These solutions were proposed by
Wang (1995), Wang et al. (2000), Hong and Amdahl (2008) and
Yang and Caldwell (1988), and parts of these solutions are
modified in this paper, on purpose of providing a more accurate
and reasonable prediction result. The collision process is modeled
using five primary structural failure models, including the plate
punching model, the plate perforating model, the plate denting
model, the plate tearing model, and the X-shaped structure
crushing model. The plate perforating model is improved in this
study so that it is more practical to the assessment calculations.
The proposed analytical method was verified by numerical simu-
lation. In the numerical simulation, three typical collision scenar-
ios were used, and the FPSO side structures were struck by a ship
with a rigid bulbous bow. The results of analytical method and
those of numerical simulation match well.

2. The primary structural deformation models

A ship's structure is generally considered to be an assembly of
plated structures, so the deformation of ship structures subjected
to collision mainly involves the deformation of plated structures.
The major structural deformation models considered when FPSO
side structures are struck by a rigid bulbous bow are the plate
punching model, the plate perforating model, the plate denting
model, the plate tearing model, and the X-shaped structure
crushing model. These failure models are all obtained by the
plastic analysis based on the upper bound theorem, in which a
kinematiclly admissible displacement field is essential to be
constructed. The upper bound theorem is widely used in ship
collision and grounding analysis, and it has been proved valuable
for estimating the collapse load of a structure subjected to
accident loads.

The structural deformation models employed here are described
in some detail below.

2.1. Plate punching model

This structural deformation model can be applied to the outer
or inner shell plating struck by a rigid bulbous bow. That is, the
plate is subjected to a lateral load perpendicular to it.

Wang et al. (1998) proposed a simplified analytical model for a
circular plate impacted by a rigid sphere, the analytical formula
predicting the resistance of the circular plate was obtained and
verified by the experiments. The prediction results compared well
with the experimental results. Furthermore, Wang et al. (1998)
concluded that the load of a circular plate depends strongly on the
radius of the striking sphere. Zhang (1999) proposed a series of
deformation models for plates with different shapes impacted by
various forms of loads, including rectangular and circular plates
struck by point load, line load and area load. The shell plating
indented by bulbous bow was also investigated. Simonsen and
Lauridsen (2000) proposed analytical and semi-analytical solu-
tions for plates under indentation by a sphere including para-
meters of fracture.

In the present analysis, the formulae derived by Wang et al.
(1998) are employed due to the relative balance between the
accuracy and simplicity.The formulae derived from the plate
punching model (Fig. 2) are as follows:

Ppunch ¼ πσ0tRð sin αþðr=RÞ sin αÞ ð1Þ

Δ¼ R tan αþrð1�1= cos αÞ ð2Þ
where Ppunch is the resistance of the plate being punched; Δ is the
displacement of the sphere, which is the same as the maximum
deformation of the plate; σ0 is the flow stress of the material,
which is usually taken as the average value of yield stress σy and
ultimate stress σu to take the hardening effect into consideration.

Strain in the radial direction is written as

ε¼ 1= cos α�1 ð3Þ
If the load of the rigid sphere narrows to a point load in the

center of the plate, the simplest plate punching model is formed
(Fig. 3). The resistance of the plate is expressed as follows:

Ppunch � πσ0tΔ ð4Þ
Strain of the plate in radial direction is written as

ε� 0:5ðΔ=RÞ2 ð5Þ
Wang et al. (2000) pointed out that the impact load can be

regarded as a point load when r/Ro1.0, which leads to a simple
calculation that does not result in a large deviation. The procedure
to get parameters R and r during the prediction calculation will be
introduced in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

2.2. Plate perforating model

Rupture of the plate occurs when progressive deformation of
the punched plate continues. In such a condition, the plate
deforms as the plate perforating model. During this deformation
period, the ruptured plate still maintains a certain capability to

Fig. 1. Comparison of force–indentation curves for the relatively rigid and rigid
bows (Haris and Amdahl, 2013).

RR

Δ

α α
Rigid Sphere
with Radius r

Fig. 2. Circular plate subjected to punching of a rigid sphere (Wang, 1995).
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resist the impact load. Wang et al. (2000) analyzed the perforation
process of the ruptured plate (Fig. 4) and found that it was similar
to the plate tearing mechanism. Based on the tearing mechanism,
the plate perforating model to predict the resistance of the
ruptured plate was proposed. The analytical formula for the
resistance of the ruptured plate is as follows:

Pperf orate ¼ 1:51σ0t1:5l
0:5nð sin ððn�2Þπ=2nÞÞ0:5ð tan θþμÞ ð6Þ

where n is the number of cracks in the perforated plate and n42;
2θ is the spreading or apex angle of the striking cone; l is the
tearing length of each crack; and μ is the friction coefficient which
is chosen to be 0.3 in the present analysis. The method to get the
tearing length of each crack l, the number of cracks n and the
spreading angle of the rigid bulbous bow 2θ will be introduced in
Section 4.2.5.

2.3. Plate denting model

Web girders, including those of the transverse web frames,
longitudinal girders, transverse bulkheads, horizontal decks and so
on (Hong and Amdahl, 2008), will behave following the plate
denting model when they are subjected to in-plane load. Wang
(1995), Simonsen (1997b), Zhang (1999), Simonsen and Ocakli
(1999) and Hong and Amdahl (2008) proposed various theoretical
models for the crushing web girders under localized in-plane load.
The deformation process of web girders features the bulging out of
the original plane of the girder and folding in turn to both sides in
front of the external indenter (Fig. 5). This process ends up with
the rupture of the girder. After rupture occurs, the failure model of
the girder usually shifts to the plate tearing model. The existing
simplified methods for predicting crushing resistance of web
girders are summarized in Table 1. Hong and Amdahl (2008)
conducted a comparison study of the existing formulae for crush-
ing web girders, and it can be found that formula proposed by
Hong and Amdahl (2008) gives better accuracy than that of other
formulae. Thus, in the present analysis, the formula for the mean
resistance proposed by Hong and Amdahl (2008) is used. It is
expressed as

Pdent ¼ 17:0M0ðb=tÞ1=3=λ ð7Þ
where 2b is the width of the plate in the mechanism; λ is the
factor of the effective crushing distance, which is taken to be 0.73

in the current analysis. This value was also adopted by Haris and
Amdahl (2013). M0 is fully plastic bending moment of the plate per
unit length, and usually expressed as

M0 ¼ σ0t2=4 ð8Þ
The theoretical model proposed by Hong and Amdahl (2008) is
characterized by 5H for the first fold. It can be expressed as

5H ¼ 1:975b2=3t1=3 ð9Þ
The method to choose the value of b in the current analysis will be
introduced in Section 4.2.2.

R R

Δ

α α

Fig. 3. Circular plate subjected to a point load (Wang, 1995).

l

crack

petal

θ

coneplate

petal

l

Fig. 4. A plate with n cracks that is penetrated by a cone with 2θ spreading angle: (a) top view and (b) side view. (Wang et al., 2000).

b

b

5H

Δ

Fig. 5. Plate denting model.

Table 1
A summary of the existing simplified analytical methods for predicting the mean
crushing resistance of web girders.

Method H λ Pm

Wang (1995) H¼ 0:811b2=3t1=3 0.67 Pm
M0

¼ 11:68
λ

b
t

� �1=3
Simonsen (1997b) H¼ 0:671b2=3t1=3 1 Pm

M0
¼ 14:76

λ
b
t

� �1=3
Zhang (1999) H¼ 0:838b2=3t1=3 0.75 Pm

M0
¼ 11:26

λ
b
t

� �1=3
Simonsen and Ocakli (1999) H¼ 0:377b2=3t1=3 1 Pm

M0
¼ 18:72

λ
b
t

� �1=3
Hong and Amdahl(2008) H¼ 0:395b2=3t1=3 0.67–1 Pm

M0
¼ 17:0

λ
b
t

� �1=3
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2.4. Plate tearing model

Plate tearing usually occurs during grounding accidents when
rock-type seabed obstructions are present. In general, the plate
tearing process is separated to initiation phase and steady state
phase regarding simplified analytical methods for plate tearing. It
can be found that the tearing force increases in the initiation phase
and then becomes a constant resistance in the steady phase.
Wierzbicki and Thomas (1993), Ohtsubo and Wang (1995) and
Zhang (2002) proposed plate cutting models for the initiation
phase. Zheng and Wierzbicki (1996), Simonsen and Wierzbicki
(1997), Wang et al. (1997) developed solutions for steady phase.

In the present analysis, it can be observed that FPSO side web
girders and X-shaped structures also deform in this failure model
after they rupture (i.e., when plate denting or X-shaped structure
crushing ends). As web girders and X-shaped structures between
the double shells are not deep enough to form a steady cutting
process, the plate tearing model proposed by Ohtsubo and Wang
(1995) is employed here, as shown in Fig. 6. The analytical formula
for predicting the tearing force is

Ptear ¼ 1:51σ0t1:5l
0:5ð sin θÞ0:5ð1þμ= tan θÞ ð10Þ

where θ is the half apex angle of the indenting cone or wedge.
The procedure to get θ in the prediction will be introduced in
Section 4.2.5.

2.5. X-shaped structure crushing model

X-shaped structures are presented at the intersections of the
transverse structures and the longitudinal structures. When an X-
shaped structure is subjected to axial crushing force, plate buck-
ling is initially the major deformation mode. After the buckling
fractures, plastic deformation of the plate governs the subsequent
deformation process, which occurs via axial shortening of the
structures and folding of the flanges. Usually, a repetitive pattern
occurs, and every peak of the curve relates to development of a
folding (Fig. 7). Amdahl (1983), Hayduk and Wierzbicki (1984), Yang
and Caldwell (1988), Santosa and Wierzbicki (1998), Abramowicz and
Simonsen (2003) proposed various crushing resistance formulae for
the crushing X-shaped structure. As the formula proposed by Yang and
Caldwell (1988) for the mean resistance of an X-shaped structure
subjected to axial crushing load gives a better prediction in the current
analysis, it is used here.

PX;crush ¼ σ0ð1:178ð2bt2=HÞþ3:0Htþ1:5t2Þ=λ ð11Þ
where b and t are width and thickness of the plate flange,
respectively, see Fig. 8; 2H is the characteristic folding length;
and λ is the factor of effective crushing length, which is the same
as that in Eq. (7).

The first folding length in the X-shaped structure model
obtained by Yang and Caldwell (1988) is

2H ¼ 1:77b1:5=t0:5 ð12Þ
The method to get effective width b in the prediction method will
be discussed in Section 4.2.2 in detail.

3. Improvement of the plate perforating model

The analytical formula for the plate perforating model derived
from Wang et al. (2000) concerns the number of cracks appearing
after the plate ruptures, and it shows that the fewer the cracks in
the plate, the smaller the collision force when the plate perforating
model is applied, as shown in Fig. 10. In the tests conducted by
Wang et al. (2000), a sphere-shaped indenter was used, three or
four cracks in the shell plating occurred (Fig. 4(a)), and the cracks

l

Wedge

Plate

2θ

V

Fig. 6. Plate tearing model (Wang, 1995).

Axial Indentation

Load
Mean Crushing Load

Fig. 7. Load–indentation curve of the X-shaped structure crushing model (Wang,
1995).

b

b

b

b

t

Fig. 8. X-shaped structure crushing model (Wang, 1995).
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developed in three or four directions. Nevertheless, the shape of
the indenter greatly influences the form of the cracks. Instead of a
sphere, an ellipse-shaped bow with a longer major axis is a
common form in the bulbous bow design, as the bulbous bow in
Fig. 22(b), and this will lead to the development of two cracks. It
means that the ruptured plate will breach in two directions and
unequally, which can be observed in the numerical simulation
result (Fig. 9). In this situation, the resistance of the ruptured plate
cannot be calculated by the existing equation (i.e., Eq. (6)) because
if the number of cracks is two, the resistance will be zero.
Therefore, the plate perforating model requires some modification
and improvement.

In Eq. (6), (n�2)π/n represents the angle formed by two
adjacent petals (refer to Fig. 4), between which a crack develops.
As the plate perforating model is based on the plate tearing model,
(n�2)π/n corresponds to the apex angle of the cone or wedge in
the plate tearing model. Thus, when the number of cracks is two, it
is necessary to replace (n�2)π/n with the spreading angle 2θ of
the indenter, which is also the flare angle of the crack. The new
formula is expressed as follows:

Pperf orate ¼ 1:51σ0t1:5l
0:5nð sin θÞ0:5ð tan θþμÞ ð13Þ

where n¼ 2. With this formula, the resistance of a ruptured plate
that has two cracks can be calculated.

4. Analytical prediction method

4.1. Basic assumptions

The analytical prediction method is based on the following
assumptions.

(1). Only the primary structural components, including the outer
shell, inner shell and web girders (longitudinal girder, web
frame, transverse bulkhead, horizontal deck and so on) (Hong
and Amdahl, 2008) are considered in the prediction of the
FPSO side structural collision performance. The stiffeners on
the shells and web girders are dealt with the equivalent
thickness method proposed by Paik et al. (1996), which has
been proven effective for cutting of longitudinally stiffened
plates (Paik, 1994). The method involves smearing the cross-
sectional area of the stiffeners into the whole plate to give an
equivalent plate thickness so that the contribution of the
stiffeners is included. The equivalent thickness is expressed
as follow

teq ¼ tþAs=s ð14Þ
where teq is the equivalent thickness; t is the original thick-
ness of the plate; As is the sectional area of the stiffeners; and
s is the span between two adjacent stiffeners.

(2). The total resistance of the FPSO side structures is the sum
of the resistances of each individual structural component.
The interaction between different structural components is
neglected.

(3). The striking bulbous bow is a rigid body, and the striking
energy of the collision is dissipated only by the struck FPSO
side structures. This assumption might lead to a conservative
estimation, but also an easy calculation way.

(4). A ship with a rigid bulbous bow strikes the side of a FPSO at a
right angle. The most severe collision condition is generally
thought to be the scenario when the striking ship collides at a
right angle with the second ship at a standstill (Kitamura,
2002; Yamada et al., 2005).

(5). A structural component does not deform until it is directly
crushed by the rigid bulbous bow, and the deformation region
is defined by the nearest un-deformed supporting web
girders. This is due to the fact that a collision is usually a
local event, and all of the failure models applied have clear

Fig. 9. Perforating deformation of the outer shell in numerical simulations (zoomed locally).

Fig. 10. Load versus crack length relation of a plate with cracks (n is the number of
cracks, spreading angle of cone is 901 and friction coefficient is 0.3) (Wang et al., 2000).
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boundaries that separate the large deformation region from
the un-deformed region or the small deformation region. It is
difficult to identify the accurate boundaries. Therefore, an
assumption is proposed that a structural element participates
in the total resistance only when it is contacted by the rigid
bulbous bow and the deformation zone is limited by the
nearest main supporting members. This assumption makes
the analytical prediction method feasible. A similar assump-
tion was made in previous studies (Zhang, 1999; Wang et al.,
1997; Simenson, 1997b), and the deviation of the prediction
from the actual process was small.

(6). The inner shell is assumed to be un-deformed until it is
contacted by the striking bulbous bow, although this is not the
real case for an actual condition. The web girders connect the
inner shell and the outer shell. So the inner shell undergoes a
certain amount of indenting displacement during collision
process when it is not directly struck by the bulbous bow.
Nevertheless, it is quite difficult to determine the actual
indentation before the bulbous bow touches the inner shell,
and the indenting displacement of the inner shell during that
phase is usually small. Thus, it is assumed that the deforma-
tion of the inner shell can be neglected before it is struck by
the bow. This is an important assumption to consider involve-
ment of the inner shell in the total resistance prediction. This
assumption makes it easy to perform the calculation.

(7). Only one fold is formed in the plate denting model and
X-shaped structure crushing model when these two models
are used in the analytical prediction method. It is difficult and
not necessary to precisely determine the number of the folds
in the collision in the preliminary design stage. This assump-
tion brings considerable convenience to the analytical predic-
tion calculation and does not lead to large deviation.

4.2. Prediction procedures

The flow chart in Fig. 11 shows the procedures used in the
proposed analytical prediction method.

4.2.1. Definition of collision scenario
The collision scenario needs to be defined before the prediction

is conducted. As the ship's structural members are repetitively
arranged in the hull structure (e.g., transverse web frame at certain
intervals), three typical collision scenarios are usually used to

evaluate the crashworthiness of the FPSO side structures. The
exact collision positions by the rigid bulbous bow are illustrated in
Fig. 12.

4.2.2. Determination of the structural members and their parameters
involved in the collision process

Determination of the structural members involved in the
collision process is based on the collision scenario being tested
and the assumptions described in the previous section. In the
procedure, the parameters for the prediction can be obtained from
the combination of the outline of the bow from the draft of the
striking ship and the structural layout of the FPSO side structures
from the draft of the struck ship. The collision process can be
simulated in a plane figure. Based on the relative positions of the
bulbous bow and the FPSO side structures, it is easy to identify the
contact condition of both objects and to determine the number of
structural members involved in the resistance calculation during
the collision process.

For an example, in Fig. 13(a), the collision scenario 1 (Position
1 in Fig. 12), the outline of the bulbous bow and the structural
layout of the FPSO side structures in the vertical plane are
combined to simulation the collision process. At the beginning of
the collision, the indentation caused by the rigid bulbous bow is
0 m, and only the outer shell of the FPSO is in contact with the
rigid bulbous bow. Thus, only the outer shell contributes to the
total resistance force of the FPSO side structures. In Fig. 13(b),
when the indentation is 2.21 m, the upper longitudinal girder
comes into contact with the rigid bulbous bow. Therefore, the

P1. Collision scenario definition

P2. Determination of the
structural members and their
parameters involved in the
collision process

P3. Prediction of rupture and
resistance of outer shell

P4. Prediction of rupture and
resistances of web girders and
X-shaped structures

P5. Estimation of crack length
and prediction of resistance of
perforated plate

P6. Prediction of the resistance
and rupture of inner shell

 
Fig. 11. Prediction procedures of the proposed analytical method.

1

2

3

Transverse
web frame

Stringer

Fig. 12. Three typical collision positions for collision scenario definition.
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upper longitudinal girder starts to contribute to the total resis-
tance. The involvement of transversal members in the total
resistance calculation can also be obtained in the similar way just
by combining the outline of the bulbous bow and the structural
layout of the FPSO side structures in the water plane.

For the outer shell and inner shell, according to the assumption
that the deformation region is defined by the nearest un-deformed
supporting web girders, the boundary can be determined as what
Fig. 14 shows. In Fig. 14, an example of collision scenario 1 is
shown from (a) to (c) and an example of collision scenario 2 is
shown from (d) to (e). In (a) and (b) of Fig. 14, the outer shell
deforms in the square ABCD. Half of AB is chosen as the value of R
in the plate punching model to obtain the resistance of the outer
shell. As the collision continues, when the X-shaped structures are
crushed, the deformation region expands to un-deformed ‘hard
points’. As shown in Fig. 14(c), the deformation region is defined in
the square GJMP. For an example of collision scenario 2 as shown
in Fig. 14(d), the initial deformation region is in the square CEGI,
and the deformation region becomes in the square NJVR in Fig. 14
(e) when indentation increases.

For web girders and X-shaped structures, the effective width
can also be obtained from the assumption mentioned above. Take
the collision process in Fig. 14(a)–(c) for example, when the
bulbous bow contacts with the web girder, the effective width is
restricted by the nearest axial lines of X-shaped structures. As
shown in Fig. 14(b), four web girders are being crushed, the
effective width 2b of the web girder between point A and point
B is taken as the length of AB, while the effective width 2b of the
web girder between point B and point C is taken as the length of
BC. The similar way is applied to the X-shaped structures being
crushed in the initial stage. Take the situation in Fig. 14(d) for
example, the crushed X-shaped structure is restricted by points B,
D, F and H, and the effective width b of the X-shaped structure can
be chosen as the average value of four flanges, i.e., the average
lengths of AB, AD, AF and AH. If the plate thickness t is various for
four flanges, the average thickness is also used in the calculation.

More web girders or the X-shaped structures will be involved in
as the collision continues, see Fig. 14(c) and (e). In this situation, the
X-shaped structures are dealt partly, which means the X-shaped

structure will have only two flanges. As shown in Fig. 14(c), the
resistance of A-centered X-shaped structure will be half of the
resistance derived from Eq. (11) with the effective width b chosen as
the average length of AF and AH. The same way is applied to the
remaining three X-shaped structures while the web girders are
calculated as the way in the previous stage (Fig. 14(b)). For the
situation in Fig. 14(e), the B-centered X-shaped structure is dealt
with three flanges of BI, BL and BC. The resistance is taken 3/4 of the
resistance derived from Eq. (11) with the b chosen as the average
length of BL and BC. The X-shaped structures centered with D, F and
H are dealt with the same way.

4.2.3. Prediction of rupture and resistance of the outer shell
Accurate prediction of rupture in the hull structure members is

a challenge in ship collision and grounding analysis. Different
failure criteria can be used, as different loads may lead to different
types of failures. Jones and Wierzbicki (1993) describe the follow-
ing three major failure criteria of metal beams: tensile tearing
failure, transverse shear failure, and energy density failure. Many
researchers use the maximum strain failure criterion in the tensile
tearing failure model. This criterion states that when the max-
imum strain in a structure reaches a critical strain, the structure
ruptures. The maximum strain failure criterion can give a descrip-
tion of the failure model of a structure on overall deformation
mechanism, which is at a relatively simple level and just needs a
traditional uniaxial stress–strain diagram as material data input
(Simonsen, 1997a). Thus, the maximum strain failure criterion is
used in the present analysis.

The main concern in the practical calculation of rupture
prediction is the critical strain of the material. This value can be
obtained using a uniaxial stress–strain diagram, which is derived
from axial tensile experiments. The tensile ductility of mild steel
ranges from 0.20 to 0.35 (Wen and Jones, 1993, Amdahl and Kavlie,
1992). Because of scale effects in these measurements and mate-
rial imperfections, Amdahl (1995) recommended the critical strain
values between 0.05 and 0.10 to be used for full-scale side collision
assessment. This paper mainly focuses on the prediction method
of the crashworthiness, thus a critical strain value can be chosen

Inner
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Outer
Plating

Bulbous
Bow

Longitudinal Girder

Inner
Plating

Outer
Plating

Bulbous
Bow

Longitudinal Girder

2.21

Fig. 13. Simulation of the collision process in the vertical plane: (a) indentation is 0 m and (b) indentation is 2.21 m.
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by the user. In the actual design process, this value can be chosen
based on design standards, or a value suggested in previous
studies can be used.

Eq. (5) shows the relationship between the indentation and
strain of the plate in the radial direction when the plate is punched
by a point load. By changing the form of the formula, the
indentation prediction formula when rupture occurs can be
obtained as follows:

Δ� R
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2εc

p
ð15Þ

For a plate punched by a rigid sphere, the indentation can be
derived by substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) to generate the
following formula:

Δ¼ R
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ε2c þ2εc

q
�rεc ð16Þ

Nevertheless, the indentations obtained directly by Eqs. (15)
and (16) are not the exact indentations when rupture of outer or
inner shell occurs in an actual collision process. Eqs. (15) and (16)
are derived from an ideal condition in which a circular plate is
penetrated by a rigid sphere. While in an actual collision process,
the striker is a bulbous bow, which is more like an irregular
ellipsoid, and the punched plate is a square shell supported by
web girders. Thus, half of the short edge length of the square is
chosen as the value of R, and the average length of the semi-major
axis and semi-minor axis of the ellipsoid is selected as the value of
r. But a difference between the predicted indentation and the
actual indentation when the outer shell ruptures in the numerical
simulation is still detected. Thus, some modification of the formula
is needed to improve its applicability in the practical prediction
method, and a correction factor for indentation when the outer
shell ruptures is proposed. Values between 0.5 and 0.6 are
recommended based on comparison between the prediction
method and the numerical simulation of the collision process.

The indentation correction factor also takes some other uncertain-
ties about the actual collision process into consideration (e.g., the
effect of strain hardening and the interaction between outer shell
and the supporting web girders).

The predicted indentation when fracture happens in the outer
shell is expressed as follows:

Δo � coR
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2εc

p
ð17Þ

or

Δo ¼ coðR
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ε2c þ2εc

q
�rεcÞ ð18Þ

where, co is the correction factor for indentation when the outer
shell ruptures.

4.2.4. Prediction of rupture and resistances of web girders and
X-shaped structures

Web girders and X-shaped structures will deform following the
plate crushing model and the X-shaped structure crushing model,
respectively, during the initial stage of collision with a rigid
bulbous bow. But rupture always occurs in web girders or X-
shaped structures as the crushing continues. After rupture occurs,
the plate tearing model can be employed as the failure model for
web girders and X-shaped structures. Therefore, the prediction for
the indentation the moment when the web girders and X-shaped
structures fracture is important for the whole prediction method.

As described previously, it is assumed that the indentation,
when web girders or X-shaped structures rupture, is equal to the
folding length of the first fold in the plate denting model or the X-
shaped structure crushing model. The reason why maximum
strain failure criterion is not employed here is that it cannot give
an accurate prediction due to the interaction of the different
deformation models in the whole ship side structure, though it
may give a relatively accurate prediction of fracture when it is
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Fig. 14. Examples for determining the deformation region and parameters in formulae.
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applied in only one structure deformation model (the plate
punching model or the plate denting model).

The first folding length in the plate denting model obtained by
Hong and Amdahl (2008) is characterized by 5H, and it can be
obtained by Eq. (9). The first folding length in X-shaped structure
crushing model is characterized by 2H, which can be derived from
Eq. (12). Thus, plate tearing model will be used for web girders
being crushed more than 5H and for X-shaped structures being
crushed more than 2H.

The indentation when rupture occurs should be calculated from
the moment when the rigid bulbous bow contacts the girders or
the X-shaped structure. Another important issue to be emphasized
is that the deformation of structures following the plate tearing
model or the X-shaped structure crushing model will be sustained
during the rest of the collision process after rupture, even when
the rigid bulbous bow has contacted the inner shell, because these
fractured structures are still in touch with the rigid bulbous bow
and continue to deform as the rigid bulbous bow keeps penetrat-
ing the side structures.

4.2.5. Estimation of crack length and prediction of resistance of a
perforated plate

The outer shell retains considerable residual capacity to resist
the impact load as it deforms in the form of plate perforating
model. The resistance of a perforated plate can be calculated using
Eq. (6) or (13). Nevertheless, determining the value of parameter l,
which is the tearing length of each crack in both formulae, is
another issue. In previous studies, l was usually directly measured
after experiments or numerical simulations, but such an accurate
measurement is unavailable for the prediction method used in
the preliminary design stage. It can be obtained using the same
approach as that used to identify the structural component
members involved in the collision process. The following descrip-
tion gives a detailed explanation of the approach.

Firstly, the shape of the crack after the outer shell ruptures
should be estimated. The shapes of the crack are classified into two
categories: a slit with two cracks (Fig. 9) and a four-petal crack
with four cracks (Fig. 4). The different shapes of cracks correspond
to the different geometries of the striking bulbous bow, as the
former strongly depend on the latter. If the bulbous bow is an
ellipsoid whose major axis is much longer than its minor axis, the
shape of crack in the outer shell is estimated to be a slit, whereas if
the bulbous bow is an ellipsoid whose major axis length and
minor axis length are almost the same, the shape of crack is
estimated to be a four-petal crack. Here an estimated value 2.0 for
the ratio of major axis length to minor axis length may be
employed temporarily to choose between shapes with two cracks
and four cracks, and this needs a further investigation in the future.

Secondly, once the shape of the crack has been determined, the
length of the crack can be measured. Using the slit shaped crack as
an example, integrate the outline of the bulbous bow with the
structural layout of the FPSO side structures to simulate the
collision process. Next, measure the nominal total slit length
according to the relative position between the bulbous bow and
the FPSO side structures when an indentation is set. For example,
when the indentation is 2.21 m (the indentation here must be
larger than that when outer shell ruptures) (Fig. 16), the nominal
total crack length of the slit is 6.17 m. Here, the term nominal is
used to differentiate it from the actual crack length, as the nominal
crack length is usually larger than the actual crack length, as
shown in Fig. 15. This occurs due to the physical properties of steel.
Because of the ductility of steel, the outer shell is indented to a
deformation with inner face into the FPSO before the rupture
occurs. Thus, the plane where the ruptured plate stays is not the
same with the plane where the nominal total crack length is

measured. The nominal crack length is longer than the actual crack
length because of the curvature of the bulbous bow.

It is difficult to determine the actual crack length. For simpli-
city, an effective crack length factor is proposed, which is the ratio
of the actual crack length to the nominal crack length and is
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Plating

Bulbous
Bow

Longitudinal Girder

ln Δ lt

Fig. 15. Nominal and actual total crack length.
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Fig. 16. Measurement of the nominal total crack length.
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dimensionless. This can be expressed as follows:

γ ¼ lt=ln ð19Þ
where, lt is the actual total crack length of two opposite cracks
measured in collision simulation; ln is the nominal total crack
length of two opposite cracks measured in collision simulation and
γ is the effective crack length factor.

Observation and analysis in the numerical simulation show
that the value of the effective crack length factor is in the range of
0.5–0.8. In the initial stage after rupture occurs, the value of this
factor is relatively small, and then it increases with the develop-
ment of the cracks. Ultimately, it approaches the value of 0.8.

Thus, the actual total crack length of the two opposite cracks
can be obtained by multiplying the measured nominal total crack
length (see Figs. 15 and 16) by the effective crack length factor. This
can be expressed as

lt ¼ γln ð20Þ
For the four-petal crack shape, the crack length in the long-

itudinal direction can also be obtained using this approach. In this
situation, the total crack length of two opposite cracks in the
longitudinal direction also needs to be measured. To accomplish
this task, the outline of the bulbous bow in the water plane and
the structural layout of the FPSO side structures in the water plane
are combined to simulate the collision process. In this way, the
nominal total crack length in the longitudinal direction is mea-
sured and the actual total crack length is obtained using Eq. (20).

Finally, by taking half of the total crack length lt as the tearing
length l of each crack, the contribution of the ruptured outer shell
to the total resistance can be calculated using Eq. (6) or (13).

In addition, the parameter 2θ in the Eqs. (6), (10) and (13) can
be measured with the similar way, as shown in Fig. 17. The bulbous
bow usually has a different spreading angle in the longitudinal
section plane with that in water plane due to its irregularity. Thus,
the 2θ derived in Fig. 17 can be used to calculate the resistance of
the fractured transverse girders deforming as plate tearing model
and the resistance of ruptured outer shell with cracks developing
in transverse direction. While for fractured longitudinal girders

deforming as the plate tearing model and the resistance of
ruptured outer shell with cracks developing in longitudinal direc-
tion, the spreading angle in water plane should be measured to
obtain the corresponding resistances.

Fig. 18 summarizes the procedures for predicting the resistance
of a ruptured outer shell.

4.2.6. Prediction of the resistance and rupture of the inner shell
The inner shell begins to play a role in the total resistance of

FPSO side structures when the indentation of the rigid bulbous
bow equals the distance between the inner shell and the outer
shell. Similar to the outer shell, the inner shell deforms according
to the plate punching model. Nevertheless, a certain amount of
deviation can occur between the resistances of the numerical
simulation and those of the prediction made using Eq. (1) or (4),
and the latter are always smaller than the former. This can be
explained as follows.

With regard to the plate punching model, Wang (1995) and
Wang et al. (2000) pointed out that the radius of the impacting
sphere has a strong effect on the resistance of the punched plate.
The curves of dimensionless load versus dimensionless indentation
in Fig. 19 show that the larger the radius of the sphere, the larger
the resistance of the plate. The points in the figure illustrate when
the rigid sphere contacts the plate's boundary (small circles mark)
and when the principal strain reaches 0.2 (crosses mark).

In this situation, the web girders or X-shaped structures that
are compressed by the rigid bulbous bow cannot be neglected.
When the rigid bulbous bow contacts the inner shell, the com-
pressed structures, which are pushed by the rigid bulbous bow
and can be seen as a part of it, fill some of the space between the
bulbous bow and the inner shell. Thus, the radius of the rigid
bulbous bow increases and the contact area between the rigid
bulbous bow and the inner shell expands. Consequently, the
resistance of the inner plate increases. However, the increase of
the radius of the rigid bulbous bow is difficult to determine. For
simplicity, a correction factor for resistance of the inner shell is
proposed, and the resistance of the inner shell is expressed as
follows:

Pis � kπσ0tΔ ð21Þ

Bulbous
Bow

2¦È

Fig. 17. Measurement of the spreading angle of bulbous bow.

Fig. 18. Procedures for calculating resistance of the ruptured outer shell.
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or

Pis ¼ kπσ0tR sin αð1þðr=RÞ sin αÞ ð22Þ

where k is the correction factor for resistance of the inner shell.
The value of k is related to the number of structural components
between the double shells in the striking location. Through a
comparative analysis of results from the numerical simulation and
the analytical formulae, the value of k is found to vary within a
wide range from 1.0 to 2.0; the value of 1.0 means that no web
girders or X-shaped structures are involved in the collision
process, whereas the value of 2.0 represents a case similar to
collision Position 2 in Fig. 12. For situations in which the number of
structures involved lies between these two cases, the value of k is
between 1.0 and 2.0 and is related to the number of structural
components compressed by the rigid bulbous bow. The value of k
increases with the number of structural components compressed
by the rigid bulbous bow.

The rupture of the inner shell results in the failure of the FPSO
side structures, which leads to an oil spill. Thus, the prediction of
the indentation when the inner shell ruptures is an important
issue in the proposed analytical prediction method. At the same
time, it means the termination of the calculation. Prediction of the
indentation when the inner shell ruptures is similar to that of the
outer shell. A similar correction factor for indentation of the inner
shell is proposed. Its value is in the range from 0.4 to 0.5 and
usually is approximately 0.1 smaller than the correction factor for
indentation when the outer shell ruptures. The indentation when
the inner shell ruptures is calculated as follows:

Δi ¼ ldþciR
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2εc

p
ð23Þ

or

Δi ¼ ldþciðR
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ε2c þ2εc

q
�rεcÞ ð24Þ

where ld is the spacing of the double shells and ci is the correction
factor for indentation when the inner shell ruptures.

5. Verification of the analytical prediction method

The accuracy of the prediction method based on the simplified
analytical formulae is verified by numerical simulation and the
LS_DYNA code is used to simulate the collision process. In the
simulation, three collision scenarios were tested, in which the
FPSO side structures are struck by a ship with a rigid bow moving
at a velocity of 5 m/s. These three collision scenarios are defined by
the data in Figs. 12 and 20. The major parameters of the FPSO and
the striking ship employed in the numerical simulation are listed
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Because collision is a localized event, the FPSO side structures
were modeled partly with four nodes quadrilateral Belytschko–
Tsay (ELFORM2) shell elements. The finite element (FE) model of
the FPSO is shown in Fig. 21. It is restrained at both longitudinal
ends by fixing the six degrees of freedom. Thus, the motions of the
FPSO were not considered in the analysis. In this simulation, the
thickness of the outer shell is 21 mm, the thickness of transverse
web frame is 14 mm, the thickness of longitudinal girder is 12 mm,
the thickness of the stiffener is 13 mm, and the thickness of the
inner shell is 17 mm. The contacts that occur between structural
components during the simulation were treated using the auto-
matic single-surface contact of LS_DYNA. The striking ship is a
62200DWT tanker with a bulbous bow, and the FE model of this
ship is shown in Fig. 22. The striking ship was defined as a rigid
body in the simulation. The automatic surface contact in LS_DYNA
was used to treat the contacts between the striking ship and the
FPSO side structures. The friction coefficient value between the
striking ship and the struck ship was set to be 0.3 and the same
value was applied in the internal contact of struck FPSO side
structures.

The results of the numerical simulations of all three scenarios
were compared with the prediction results of the proposed
analytical method (Figs. 23–25). The prediction results are satis-
factory, especially for Scenarios 1 and 3. For Scenario 2, some
discrepancies are found. These discrepancies occur mainly because
some interactions among different deformation models have been
neglected.

For the initial stage of the collision before rupture occurs in the
outer shell, the proposed analytical method can give quite satisfy-
ing predictions for Scenarios 1 and 3, but a little overestimation for

Fig. 19. Load–indentation curves of a circular plate of radius R compressed by a
rigid sphere of radius r (Wang et al., 2000).

Fig. 20. Collision positions of two ships: (a) Scenario 1, (b) Scenario 2, and (c) Scenario 3.
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the predictions for Scenario 2. The neglect of the interaction
between the X-shaped structure and the outer shell might be
the main cause leading to this discrepancy. The X-shaped

structural component exerts a big influence to the deformation
of the outer shell due to its supporting. So, the deformation of the
outer shell does not entirely conform to the plate punching model.
It is found that a small fracture around the axis of the X-shaped
structure occurs in the outer shell very early, and it is marked by
the small declination of the force–indentation curve after the first
small peak, which is shown in Fig. 24. But this small fracture does
not expand until a big fracture occurs in the outer shell. The big
fracture leads to the development of the cracks as the collision
continues. Afterwards, the plate perforating model has to be
adopted. But for the outer shell before the big fracture occurs,

Table 2
Dimensions of the FPSO.

Property Value

Total length 288 m
Length between perpendiculars 281 m
Breadth molded 65 m
Depth molded 29.4 m
Design draft 22 m
Spacing of double bottoms 3.38 m
Spacing between transverse web frames 5 m
Spacing between longitudinal girders 7.2 m
Material yielding stress 235 MPa

Table 3
Dimensions of the striking ship.

Property Value

Total length 227.34 m
Length between perpendiculars 217 m
Breadth molded 32.2 m
Depth molded 19.6 m
Design draft 13.75 m
Design displacement 81,569 t
Average radius of the bulbous bow 2.3 m

Fig. 21. FE model of FPSO side structures: (a) the whole FE model and (b) the model with the outer shell excluded, locally zoomed.

Fig. 22. FE model of a 62200DWT striking ship: (a) the whole FE model and (b) the FE model of just the bow.
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the occurrence of the small fracture leads to the early release of
membrane energy, so the resistance of the outer shell does not
increase rapidly any more. Thus, the plate punching model gives
an overestimation to the resistance of the outer shell before the
big fracture occurs.

During the stage when outer shell ruptures but inner shell does
not participate in the collision, it can be found that the prediction
results compare well with those of numerical simulation for
Scenarios 1 and 3. But the prediction underestimates the impact
force a little for Scenario 2. This is mainly because of the reason
that when plate tearing model is employed after X-shaped
structure fractures, the interaction between the flanges of the X-
shaped structure is neglected.

To sum up, the comparisons between the results of numerical
simulation and those of the simplified analytical calculation are
satisfactory. It is indicated that the proposed analytical method
is feasible for use in the preliminary design of FPSO side
structures.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an analytical method for predicting the structural
response of FPSO side structures to head-on collision with a rigid
bulbous bow is proposed. The analytical method includes evalua-
tion of five primary failure models of the major double shell
members: plate punching model, plate perforating model, plate
denting model, plate tearing model, and X-shaped structure
crushing model. The plate perforating model was modified to take
into account the existence of both slit shaped cracks and four-petal
shaped cracks that can occur during the collision.

Using the proposed analytical method, the entire collision
process for three typical collision scenarios can be analyzed in
detail, and the crashworthiness of FPSO side structures can be
evaluated until the inner shell fractures. The proposed analytical
method can be easily integrated into structural design procedures.

It is found that after the rigid bulbous bow contacts the inner
shell, the resistance of the inner shell derived from the same
equations for outer shell is smaller than that generated by the
numerical simulation. This discrepancy is due to the existence of
compressed structures between the rigid bulbous bow and the
inner shell, which causes the contact area to expand. Thus, a
correction factor for resistance of the inner shell is proposed.

The prediction of rupture is an important but difficult issue to
assess. To make it simple, several assumptions are made and two
correction factors are employed. More theoretical research and
verifications of these assumptions and corrections are still needed,
especially for the values of the correction factors.
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